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ABSTRACT
Wou, Soungjin J. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2014. Static and Dynamic
Cutting Model Based on Mechanistic Model. Major Professors: Yung C. Shin and
Hazim El-Mounayri.
Prediction of machining forces involved in complex geometry can be valuable infor-
mation for machine shops. This study presents a mechanistic cutting force simulation
model for ball end milling processes, using ray casting and voxel representation meth-
ods used in 3D computer graphics field. Using this method, instantaneous uncut chip
cross sectional areas can be extracted, which can be used in cutting pressure coeffi-
cient extraction and machining simulation including machining forces and geometry
of the workpiece. The major advantage of the proposed scheme is that it can simulate
milling processes with arbitrary cutting tool geometry on a workpiece with complex
geometry, using an algorithm with constant time complexity. A series of cutting ex-
periments were carried out to validate the model. A dynamic simulation has also
been incorporated in the the model. A multi-degree of freedom nonlinear structural
dynamic method is used to model the vibration. The dynamic model is validated
through experiments with a chatter detection strategy. The model efficiently simu-
late and chatter and tool deflection resulting from vibration due to cutting forces.




In 2001, Federation Internationale de l’Automobile (FIA), the governing body of
Formula One (F1) Grand Prix series race, had placed a ban on all electronic aids
from the steering system in their formula one race cars, because race cars were on
the verge of driving themselves autonomously due to advanced electronic control
systems. This ban had made many F1 teams to look for other means to enhance
their vehicle performance, and one of the popular solutions was to adopt a Variable
Ratio (VR) rack and pinion into their race cars. The VR rack can provide drivers a
custom tailored steering gain to provide high speed stability while maintaining high
cornering dynamics from a single set of rack and pinion system.
Fig. 1.1. Variable Ratio Rack and Pinion used in Indianapolis 500
race cars, the winner of 2008 Louis Schwizer Engineering Excellence
Award. Photo Courtesy of Bishop Steering Technology.
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Bishop Steering Technology Inc. (BST), the inventor of the VR technology, had
been supplying VR racks to various mass production automakers such as Mercedes-
Benz and Ford for over 30 years. Due to the unconventional curved rack teeth form
as shown in the Figure 1.1, these racks could not be manufactured with inexpensive
broaching, slotting or wirecut processes. Instead, VR racks had to be manufactured
through a warm forging or a cold forming process. Forging and forming processes are
very capital intensive operations, requiring a yearly demand of at least a quarter of
million (250,000) units to be profitable. However, demands from race teams were in
dozens or less, which meant their VR racks had to be fabricated by a prototyping
method - with a CNC machine using ball end mills. VR racks machined in the CNC
machine are very expensive, but many teams found it desirable to have it in the cars,
numerous F1 teams as well as Indianapolis 500, INDYCAR and LeMan 24-hour race
cars.
Venturing into the motorsports market imposed numerous manufacturing chal-
lenges to BST. Difficulties arose from working with different designs and materials in
very small order quantities. Race car grade parts have tighter tolerances (often under
few micrometers) than production grade parts, and the customer demanded shorter
lead time. Even asthetic appearance and details mattered to many race teams - the
part had to ”look” right, in order to meet the customer’s expectations.
Moreover, it has created a new demand for custom pinion gears to go with the VR
rack as well. To maximize the benefits of the VR rack in race cars, it often required a
new pinion design. Traditionally, pinion gears are fabricated with hobbing or shaping
operations, also capital intensive processes. BST started to offer machined pinions
to the market by fabricating them in a 4-axis CNC machine, but machining a high
precision pinion is a challenge on its own, let alone in very small quantities on the
CNC machine using conventional milling tools.
3
1.1 Motivation and Background
By using a point-cutting machining process with ball end mills and a high preci-
sion CNC machine, it is possible to machine complex surfaces accurately. It may take
a very long time and many trials, but it is nevertheless possible with readily available
industrial CAD/CAM tools. However when a financial performance is being con-
sidered, it becomes a serious challenge. The part has to be machined in a minimal
cycle time with very little or no setup trials. Several setup trials are acceptable when
the quantity demand is in hundreds. But when the quantity demand is just a few
deliverable parts, it is preferable not to have any setup trials.
Fig. 1.2. Cutting VR rack teeth in MAKINO HYPER5 CNC vertical
milling machine with a ball end mill.
The current generation CAD programs produce part models in digital domain
with accuracy in excess of several orders of magnitudes higher than the current CNC
machine capability. The CAM process generates G-Codes that are also an order of
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magnitude higher in accuracy than the machining capability. However, the finished
part always has deviations because sources of deviation come from machine operator
errors in workpiece setup, cutting tool geometry deviation, and more importantly,
from machine-cutting tool-workpiece interaction and dynamics.
In a machine shop, top machinists can setup the workpiece within a few microns,
and the current breed of high accuracy CNC machines can move its axis within one
micron from the commanded cutting path. Good temperature control and a laser tool
setting system can place cutting tools in the spindle with one micron accuracy. Typ-
ical machine shops have very good control on these issues. However, when the CNC
machine starts cutting, they begin to lose control over the cutting process quickly.
Cutter-workpiece interactions such as deflection and chatter are largely unknown to
the machine shop, and their remedy is often nothing more than increasing the RPM
and decreasing the feedrate.
  





            Setup (operator) error           Machining (Unknown) error 
Principle 
Model 




 Operator Setup Error 
 Cutter Dimension Error 
 Work Piece Error 
 Cutter Dynamics 
 Tool Deflection 
Fig. 1.3. Source of error and unknowns in CNC machining.
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During machining, the cutting tool and the workpiece interact with each other
and generate cutting forces. The cutting tool bends and swirls, resulting in devia-
tions and undesirable chatter marks on the finished surface. These deviations matter
not only to the finishing operation but also to the roughing operation, because the
deviations have an effect on all subsequent cutting operations. Tool paths are usually
programmed based on vender-supplied cutting recommendations on depth of cut, feed
rate and speed solely based on workpiece hardness. When higher-than-usual accu-
racy is required, the machine shop has no other way than to perform multiple ”spring
passes”, which means repeating the last finishing operation with a new tool. However
the spring pass is very inefficient and often ineffective due to abrasion effect.
For orders with large quantities, it is economically possible to justify several setup
trials to investigate various aspects of machining. But it would be very difficult
to justify for smaller order quantities such as VR rack and pinion orders from race
teams. Therefore it is desirable for the BST to be able to predict problematic areas
by simulating the cutting forces, tool bending and chatters before machining actual
parts on the CNC machines. It will reduce or eliminate the number of setup runs and
ultimately reduce the cost and turnaround time.
1.2 Challenges in Manufacturing VR rack and pinion gears
The VR rack and pinion gear is almost exclusively graded and classified, according
to the gear quality standards such as DIN 3960, AGMA 2000-A88 and ISO 1328.
These standards specify a tolerance limit on various aspects of a gear, in both the
geometric and functional aspects. A helical involute gear is measured on several
attributes such as pitch diameter, helix angle, involute profile, runout and tooth
thickness in a highly accurate gear analyzer. The VR rack cannot be measured
in a conventional manner due to its curved teeth. Therefore it is measured using
a functional test method called rise-fall (RF) inspection. This test measures the
variation of the distance between a VR rack and a high quality gaging master gear
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during the meshing stroke. According to the inspection result, a class number (e.g.,
DIN class ranges from 1 to 10, 1 being the most accurate) is assigned to the gear. For
example, most production passenger and commercial vehicle steering gear require
DIN 9-8 class, race cars require DIN 7-6 class, and gaging master gear and warm
forging dies require DIN 4 class.
It might be possible to produce DIN 9-8 class gears just by practicing solid shop
techniques and some discipline. However, it is very difficult to produce DIN 6 or
better class gears with just the solid shop technique and discipline alone. One might
be able to produce DIN 6 gears by using an extremely conservative tool path planning.
However, in a prototying business setting, it is not viable because the cycle time would
be unacceptably long. In the prototype job shop business with small batch order, not
even a few rejects and setup parts are permissible due to the project cost overrun.
1.2.1 Pinion Gears
The principles between DIN, AGMA and ISO standards are almost identical with
subtle differences. They all assign an integer class number to 4 different categories of
dimensional aspects of a gear: pitch-related, runout-related, helix profile and involute
profile related. All the standards assign the lowest grade number out of these 4
categories as the overall grade for the whole gear. For example, even if the gear has
excellent grades in pitch, runout and helix categories, if an involute profile category
fails to meet the required classification, the whole gear must be rejected.
In fact, out of these 4 categories, the three (pitch, runout and helix) are almost
entirely dependent upon the part setup and the condition of the machine itself. The
quality of these categories relies heavily on the operator’s ability to locate, align
and set up the workpiece in the CNC machine table. These categories are easily
measurable, traceable and rectifiable inside the machine before the actual machining
begins. However, the quality of an involute profile category is almost completely
independent from the machine and the operator setup, and cannot be determined
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until the machining is completed and the gear is removed from the machine for an
inspection.
The CAD model of the gear tooth is derived from a mathematical formula of the
involute geometry, and the subsequent CAM process induces no geometric error. The
workpiece is prepared and then mounted in the machine with extreme caution and
meticulate machine shop practices. In most cases, the straightness and the runout of
the workpiece are less than 2 µm, which is considered as ”unmeasurable” with typical
shop measurement devices. However, the finished gear always exhibits a deviation in
the involute profile category. In most cases, pitch, runout and helix errors are well
within the tolerance of DIN class 4, while the involute profile deviation only meet the
tolerance for class 8-9.
Fig. 1.4. Involute helical pinion gear geometry and feed direction.
The cutting pressure angle can vary from 10o to 45o on the flank.
The pinion gear is machined with the tool path parallel to the pinion axis, while
the workpiece is rotating around its axis mounted on a rotary axis. The helix lead is
generated with a synchronized movements between A and X axis. This is the fastest
way to machine a pinion with least movements in combined axis with the least amount
of runout and helix error. The problem arises from the change in a pressure angle of
the gear tooth flank, ranging from the tip where the pressure angle is 45o, to the root
of the teeth where the pressure angle is 10o, as displayed in Figure 1.4.
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Fig. 1.5. Involute profile error and corresponding inspection result.
This variation causes the tool to deflect by a different amount per cutting depth,
resulting in a tapered involute profile as shown in Figure 1.5. In this figure, the
involute profile figure is the cross sectional representation, and the green and red
curves represents profile error. Green and red curves depict thinner than nominal at
tip, thicker than nominal at tip, respectivelly. The gear CMM inspection figure shows
the corresponding inspection error shown with green and red line, depicts thinner
than nominal tip thickness and thicker than nominal tip thickness, respectively. This
was observed from the past experience in the manufacturing of the VR rack and
pinion gears. The source of the profile error has been traced to a variation in the
tool deflection during the machining, due to different cutting forces. This variation
is more pronounced when a very hard material (e.g., thru-hardened, oil quenched
AISI O2 steel at hardness greater than 62 HRC) or a small cutting tool (e.g., ball
end mill with diameter less than 1 mm) are used. Due to the involvement of larger
cutting forces, the tools are more susceptible to deflection. Since the conventional
CAM softwares do not consider the variation in the tool deflection and surface errors,
it is almost impossible to machine gears with a higher accuracy than DIN 8-9.
1.2.2 Variable Ratio Racks
Theoretically, the VR rack geometry is supposed to produce a perfect mesh with
a matching pinion, despite the curved appearance of teeth. In other words, if the VR
9
Fig. 1.6. Variable Ratio gear geometry. The pressure angle can vary
from 20o to 45o on a single flank.
rack and pinion are geometrically perfect, the RF inspection would be perfectly flat.
However, in the reality, the RF inspection almost always shows a variation.
Prototype VR racks are machined with ball end mills, with the tool path laid in
parallel to the tooth flanks. The curved nature of the VR teeth geometry has varying
pressure angle within a single flank, as shown in Figure 1.6. In a VR rack design,
there can be a pressure angle variation from 20o to 45o on a single flank, similar to
the pinion flank. This variation in the pressure angle in turn leads to a variation in
the tool deflection, which further results in an inconsistent surface offset error. The
surface offset error is then amplified during the RF inspection due to the tangent
effect of the pressure angle, and the part is rejected if the inspection does not meet
the RF tolerance requirement.
The variance in tool deflection causing the surface error usually appears in the
RF as a hump in VR region, as shown in Figure 1.7. The error measured during the
RF inspection can be neither predicted nor compensated in the CAD/CAM process,
and reworking is not feasible. This problem is less significant in a constant ratio rack
where all tooth shapes are prismatic, since the surface variation is consistent across
all teeth. In fact, it is very easy to compensate for the consistent rise-fall error of a
CR rack, simply by adjusting the tool offset height after measuring the first setup
part with an over pin measurement. But this technique cannot be applied to the VR
rack machining. Considering the machining of VR teeth is the last operation in the
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Fig. 1.7. Rise-Fall inspection of VR and CR gear.
workflow, the reject due the teeth surface variation can be very costly because the
rack blank may already have a hundred hours of preparation work completed on it
before the teeth are machined.
1.3 Literature Review
Past works reviewed during the research are mainly in two areas: researches re-
lated to modeling of cutting processes, and computer graphics applied to machining
simulation.
1.3.1 Modeling of machining processes
Pioneering work on mechanics of milling by Martelotti [1] in 1941, first developed
the kinematic models of chip removal. The 1961 work by Koenisburger and Sabberwal
[2] defined the relationship of cutting force and shape of the uncut chip in milling
for the first time. A mechanistic cutting model developed in this work, which relates
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cutting force from cutting pressure coefficients and uncut chip cross sectional area,
had been used as a basis for numerous other researches in the last three decades.
Machining simulation models rely on two major component: first, an accurate
geometric representation of the milling cutter and workpiece intersection and second,
an accurate extraction of cutting pressure coefficients for a given cutting condition.
These are two fundamental challenges facing the development of a useful and func-
tional machining simulation system.
In geometric cutter representation, Altintas and Elgin [3] defined the helical cutter
geometry as a generalized parametric model. They introduced a mathematical model
that can describe the cutting edges of a number of different helical cutters, including
flat, ball end, bull nose, and tapered end mills using parameterized dimensions. Dif-
ferent methods have been developed for geometric cutter-workpiece models, process
geometry, static and dynamic models including: Fu et al. [4] and Shin and Waters [5]
for face milling, Kline et al. [6] and Montgomery et al. [7] for end milling, Altintas
and Lee [8] and Ko and Cho [9] for ball end milling, which was improved by Merdol
and Altintas [10] to encompass a range of general milling applications.
The method of extracting cutting pressure coefficients is usually an empirical pro-
cess. They are dependent on workpiece material, cutter material and coating, cutting
conditions and environments, which is very difficult to analytically predict [11]. From
the early days of mechanistic modeling, a number of attempts have been made in
determining cutting pressure coefficients. Average pressure coefficients as a function
of feeds, speeds and depth of cut have been used by Koenisberger and Sabberwal [2],
Tlusty [12] and Kline et al [6]. Budak et al [13]. proposed an orthogonal cutting
geometry-based method to predict cutting pressure coefficients. Shin and Waters in-
troduced a concept of instantaneous pressure coefficients in 1997 [11]. Using effective
chip thickness, it was possible to extract a range of coefficients from a single sweep
of the cutter. Ko and Cho [9] demonstrated, with ball end mill, that instantaneous
pressure coefficients from one cutting geometry can be applied to different geometries.
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One of the most troublesome aspect of machining is a self-excited vibration called
chatter. It is caused by dynamic interaction between the tool, workpiece and the
machining center. Early studies by Tobias and Fishwick [14], Tlusty and Polacek [14]
and many subsequent studies by Tlusty and Ismail [15], Smith and Tlusty [16], and
Montgomery and Altintas [17] had suggested and generally accepted that regenera-
tive vibration is the main cause of machining chatter. Constant peak-to-peak force
criterion by time domain simulation published by Smith and Tlusty [16] had been
used widely, but it was limited to single axis milling. A multi DOF capable gen-
eral dynamic model was introduced by Shin and Waters [18], where nonlinearity of
structural dynamics was accurately represented using complex residues. A frequency
domain method was subsequently studied by Budak and Altintas [19] [20], and Jensen
and Shin [21] [22] further improved it by incorporating 3D cutting forces and struc-
tural dynamics. Altintas and Lee investigated the dynamic milling process of ball
end mills [8], serrated cylindrical and tapered end mills [23] with time and frequency
domain methods.
1.3.2 Computer graphic technique for cutting simulation
While mechanistic modeling of the cutting process is fairly well understood, ap-
plication of the technique to the functional machining simulation system still imposes
challenges to researchers [10]. A comprehensive simulation system should be able to
predict resulting workpiece geometries, geometric deviations, surface finishes, energy
requirements and machining dynamics such as chatter and vibration.
There have been many studies published in the area of part geometry simula-
tion. Bertok et al. [24] presented a geometric system that simulates removed volume
per tooth, and then predicted spindle torque for a flat end mill. Many simulation
schematics have been introduced since. Many researchers approached the removal of
material with volumetric subtraction. Spence [25] simulated the volume removal of
flat end milling using Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG). El-Mounayri et al. [26]
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used B-Rep solid polyhedral modeler, and Imani and Elbestawi [27] used non-uniform
rational B-Spline (NURBS) to simulate ball end milling. Spatial Technology’s 3D
graphics kernel called ACIS [28], which is a popular geometric kernel used in many
CAD/CAM systems, was used to simulate workpiece-cutter intersection [29]. Iwabe
et al. [30] used a CAD system to perform a volumetric analysis on intersecting chip
areas. Gao et al. [31] used the tool swept volume subtraction method to simulate
the machined surface topography and roughness. Liu et al. [32] used Z-map to sim-
ulate surface finish in ball end milling. Most of these works are limited to geometric
analysis. A couple of works include force analysis but it is limited in terms of useful
application.
Yip-Hoi and Huang [33] presented a technique that keeps track of cutter engage-
ment feature (CEF) using ACIS for a flat end mill in 3 axis machining. This scheme
had been expanded into multi axis machining later [34]. A similar concept but uti-
lizing the Z-buffer method has been developed by Weinert et al [35]. These models
are capable of simulating machining forces and dynamics for a part that has multiple
features. But they still rely on a computationally inefficient and fiscally expensive
commercial solid modeler such as ACIS to extract cutter-workpiece engagement, and
the computation slows down as more complex features are machined and creates
complex geometric intersections.
The voxel space representation [36], a solid modeling technique with constructive
solid geometry and boundary representation and collision detection, has been used
in machining simulations in the past, but their usage is limited to predicting CNC
program verification and machine spindle-workpiece collision detection and avoidance
in multi-axis milling. They are used in the geometric analysis but does not incorporate
a mechanistic cutting model approach to predict cutting forces and dynamics.
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1.4 Research Objectives
The main objective of this research is to develop a method of simulating cutting
process that can predict cutting forces, tool deflection and stability to aid in the
Bishop Steering Technology’s rack and pinion production. To achieve this, this study
shall deliver a simulation program which has the following capabilities.
• The Simulation shall be based on the mechanistic cutting model based on com-
puter geometric representation, incorporating static and dynamic models.
• The simulation program would be able to predict the machining process such as
tool deflection, vibration and cutting force. The prediction on the tool deflection
would result in more accurate part geometries, and chatter prediction would
provide a better surface finish.
• The simulation program would be capable to simulate a 4-axis machining to be
useful for the pinion machining.
• The simulation program would be able to run on computers without need of
exotic hardware and software, in a reasonable process time.
1.5 Organization of report
In the first chapter, background and motivation for this research are presented,
with the industrial background and economical aspects. Literature review and re-
search objectives are also provided. The second chapter describes the new proposed
geometrical modeling scheme of machining processes. The voxel space manipulation,
calculation of uncut chip area via collision detection methods, a mechanistic model
for calculating cutting forces and the process of cutting coefficient extraction are pre-
sented. The third chapter describes experimental design, setup, and validation. The
last chapter is devoted to presentation of the topics to be researched in the future.
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2. CUTTING MODEL AND SIMULATION
This study proposes an improved method of simulating machining by incorporat-
ing a computer graphics concept: collision detection and voxel manipulation. The
workpiece is represented as a voxel space, and the cutting action is represented by
a collision detection using ray casting. Voxel generally refers to a smallest unit of
volumetric pixel, or more precisely, Volumetric Picture Element in a digitized three
dimensional space. It is analogous to pixel in two dimensions.
Collision detection is frequently used in computer gaming, for simulating a bullet
hitting a target, cars running into the wall, punches landing on the opponent, etc.
There are many different ways to perform collision detection in computer graphics,
and it is a topic that is being researched actively in the field of computer science. In
this study, a simple but effective and efficient method of ray casting algorithm is used
to detect collision between the cutter and the workpiece.
2.1 Mechanistic Modeling of Machining
2.1.1 Cutter Representation
Geometries of cutting edges in various types of helical milling cutter have been
thoroughly studied so far. There are parametric equations that describe cutting
edges of milling cutters in 3D space [10], and these equations are used in this study.
Furthermore, ball end mills have been used extensively in this research because that’s
the tool used in machining VR racks. However, the mechanistic model is valid for all
types of milling cutters.
The generalized parametric equation for the outside envelope and helical cutting
edge of milling cutters can be described with seven (7) parameters (for the periphery
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Fig. 2.1. Parameterizing general tool geometry and envelope for Ball
end, Flat end, Bull nose and Taper end mill.
of the cutter) plus helix and rake angle. Figure 2.1 shows a general tool geometry
with seven (7) required parameters (R0, R1, R2, R3, H, A, B) that defines the
outside envelope of a milling cutter. A helical cutting edge can be imposed around
this envelope according to the helix angle to yield the complete location of the cutting
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edge in 3D space. The parameters for a few different types of end mills are listed in
Table 2.1.
Table 2.1
Parameters for different end mills. In the cases depicted here, R2 is
the tool diameter.
Type R0 R1 R2 R3 H A B
Flat End Mill 0 R2
2
̸= 0 0 ̸= 0 0 0
Ball End Mill R2
2
0 ̸= 0 R2
2
̸= 0 0 0






̸= 0 0 0
Taper End mill 0 R2
2
̸= 0 0 ̸= 0 ̸= 0 0
The envelope of the milling cutter has been divided into three sections, E1, E2
and E3 as denoted in Figure 2.1. The parameterized equation calculates the envelope
by yielding r(z), which is the distance from the axis to periphery point at a given
height z from the tip of the tool. r(z) for section E1, E2, E3, is described respectively
as:




[Section E2] r(z) =
√
R20 − (R3 − z)2 +R1 (2.2)
[Section E3] r(z) = κ+ z tanB,where, κ =
R2
2
(1− tanA tanB) (2.3)
and κ denotes the distance from the tool axis to a point where the extension of section
E3 intersects the tool tip horizontal plane.
All the cutting tools used in this study have a constant helix angle. The helical
cutting edge is defined by having a helix curve wrapped around the tool envelope. To
describe this as shown in Figure 2.2, let r⃗ denote a vector that originates from the
cutter tip point O to any point C on the nth flute of a helical cutting edge. The tool
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Fig. 2.2. Geometric model of the ball end mill.
shown in Figure 2.2 is a ball end mill with diameter D. The location of the cutting
edge is described by the following vector equation:
r⃗n = xn⃗i+ ynj⃗ + znk⃗
= r(θn)(sin θn⃗i+ cos θnj⃗) + z(θn)k⃗ (2.4)
where, θn is the immersion angle of point C on n
th flute. The immersion angle is the
angle of the point C on the cutting edge, measured from a datum, which is Y-axis
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in this case. It is a sum of tool rotation angle, radial angle of point C from the tool
reference point and lag angle of the cutter helix at a given elevation, i.e.,
θn(z) = θ +
n∑
j=1
θpj − ψ(z) (2.5)
where, θ is the rotation of the tool from the datum, ψ is the lag angle, and θpn denotes
the pitch angle between proceeding flute, i.e., it is 180o for a 2-flute tool (n=2), 120o
for a 3-flute tool (n=3), etc. An infinitesimal length of a helical cutting edge segment,
dS, can be expressed as:
dS =
√








The equations presented up to here define the location and geometry of cutting edges
at any arbitrary cutting depth and cutter rotation. In order to simulate the cutting
force, the model requires the details on cutter-workpiece engagement. The amount of
cutter engagement into the workpiece at any given instance is referred to as instan-
taneous chip thickness.
This research proposes a new method of determining the instantaneous chip thick-
ness, using a technique called ray casting and collision detection.
2.1.2 Mechanistic Modeling of Cutting Force
Mechanistic cutting models use predetermined cutting coefficients, cutter geom-
etry and details on the geometry of cutter-workpiece engagement to determine the
cutting force. The cutting coefficients, which are usually extracted from experiments
or finite element analysis, provide a simplified link between the geometry-only cutting
model to the real physical force quantities of a cutting process, which may depend on
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several unknowns. Such unknowns include the hardness of the material, the material
that the cutter is made of, the type of coating and heat treatment it has, and elements
involved in the cutting environment such as lubrication and coolant in the machine.
Cutting coefficient captures all these unknowns and sums into three independent
parameters as a function of instantaneous uncut chip thickness.
Fig. 2.3. Discretized model of a ball end mill.
Non-prismatic cutters such as a ball end mill are discretized along the tool axis Z,
as shown in Figure 2.3. Each disc with thickness ∆Z, is used to calculate chip cross
section and cutting force.
Figure 2.4 shows an infinitesimal chip on the rack surface. The line from A to B
is the section of the helical cutting edge on the tool. It is actually a piece of a helical
curve, but it is simplified to a straight line segment. This line is represented as a unit
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Fig. 2.4. Infinitesimal chip on rake surface in a ball end mill. (A)
Cutting edge and cutting disk. (B) Infinitesimal chip on rake surface.
(C) Top view of the cutting disk with n⃗. (D) Side view of the cutter
with h⃗.
vector h⃗. The polygon ABDC is the area which is engaged with the workpiece, and
the polygon ABD′C ′ is the rake surface with rake angle γr. The rake angle bears
a positive sign when it is tilted backward from the vertical plane toward the cutter
rotation and vice versa. The unit vector n⃗ is normal to the rake surface ABD′C ′.
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The unit vector on the rake surface R⃗ is on the intersection between the rake face
and a surface normal to the tool axis Z as shown in Figure 2.4, and R⃗ is along the
intersection of X-Y surface and the ABD′C ′. The chip flow vector, c⃗, lies on the rake
surface and tilted from R⃗ by the angle θc, which is the chip flow angle.
The cutting force exerted on the infinitesimal rake surface can be decomposed into
two orthogonal components.
F⃗n = Kn · dCA · Tn⃗ (2.7)
F⃗f = Kf · dCA · Tc⃗ (2.8)
F⃗ = (F⃗n + F⃗f ) (2.9)
The local friction and normal force components, F⃗f and F⃗n, are initially calculated
along the local cutter coordinate which is on the rake face of the cutting tool. The
local cutter coordinate is comprised of three orthogonal unit vectors R⃗,⃗h,n⃗ shown in
Figure 2.4. Then it is transformed into the global coordinate along X (⃗i), Y (⃗j), Z(k⃗)




cos θ sin θ 0





cos γlh 0 sin γlh
0 1 0
− sin γlh 0 cos γlh
 (2.11)
T = T1 × T2 =

cos θ cos γlh − sin θ cos θ sin γlh
sin θ cos γlh cos θ sin θ cos γlh
− sin γlh 0 cos γlh
 (2.12)
where, T2 transforms the local cutter coordinate along the local helix angle γlh, and
T1 transforms along the tool rotation angle θ to the global coordinate. The local
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helix angle at each cutting disk is different than the helix angle of tools other than
straight end mills.
n⃗ is the vector normal to the rake face with γr being the rake angle. It is repre-











cos θc sin γr
cos θc cos γr + sin θc tanκ
− cos θc cos γr tanκ+ sin θc
 (2.14)
dCA is the instantaneous chip cross sectional area on the cutting disk. It is an
area of intersection of the cutter and workpiece on the cutting disk projected onto
the rake surface.:




where, ∆Z is the thickness of cutting disk along the tool axis Z. Ct is the instan-
taneous chip thickness which is shown in Figure 2.4. The total cutting force can be
decomposed in the global coordinate, which is obtained by substituting Equations
(2.12), (2.13), (2.14) into Equation (2.9), as shown below:
F⃗ = F⃗n + F⃗f = dCA · (Kn · n⃗+Kf · c⃗) (2.16)
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which, when expressed in force along the global coordinate axis, can be expanded as:
Fx = Kn cos θ cos
2 γlh +Kf cosκ sin γr cos θc cos θ cos γhl −Kn sin γlh sin θ
+Kf cosκ sin θ(cos γr cos θc + tanκ sin θc)
+Kf cosκ cos θ sin γlh(sin θc − cos γr cos θc tanκ)
Fy = Kn sin θ cos
2 γlh +Kf cosκ sin γr sin θc cos θ cos γhl +Kn sin γlh sin θ
−Kf cosκ cos θ(cos γr cos θc + tanκ sin θc)
+Kf cosκ sin θ sin γlh(sin θc − cos γr cos θc tanκ)
Fz = Kf cosκ sin θc cos γlh −Kn cos γlh sin γlh
−Kf cos γr cos θc sinκ cos γlh −Kf cosκ sin γr cos θc sin γlh
2.1.3 Instantaneous Cutting Pressure Coefficients
Kn and Kf in Equation (2.9) are instantaneous cutting pressure coefficients for
friction and normal components, respectively. These cutting pressure coefficients,
together with the chip flow angle θc, are needed to solve the cutting force equation.
They are specific to a particular cutting condition, which may include workpiece
material, cutter material and type of coating, lubrication, chip removal and cooling
methods, etc. These coefficients usually are obtained from actual cutting experiments.
Extraction of instantaneous cutting pressure coefficients and chip flow angle are
basically an inverse process of Equation (2.9). With given measured forces Fx, Fy, Fz
there are three equations and three unknowns Kn, Kf and θc, from which the coeffi-
cients can be calculated.
For a given instant time step (i), a given cutter angle (θ), thickness (∆Z) of the
cutting disk (k) and instantaneous chip thickness (Ct) for a single cutting edge (j)
engaged in a workpiece, the cutting pressure coefficients can be extracted from forces
in global coordinate (Fx, Fy, Fz) by the inverse relationship of Equation (2.16):
⃗Fxyz = dCA · (Kn · T · n⃗+Kf · T · c⃗)
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It has Fx, Fy, Fz on the left side, and Kn, Kf and θc on the right side, with c⃗ being a
function of θc, as shown in the Equation (2.14). All other parameters in this equation

















Kb = KnKf cos θc
Kc = KnKf sin θc














[Λ′] is calculated with a numerical solver, with [Λ] being:













Λ11 = cos γr cos θ cos γlh + sin γr sin θ
Λ12 = sin γr cos θ cos γlh − cos γr sin θ − tanκ cos γr cos θ sin γlh
Λ13 = cos θ sin γlh − tanκ
Λ21 = cos γr sin θ cos γlh − sin γrcosθ
Λ22 = sin γr sin θ cos γlh + cos γr cos θ − tanκ cos γr sin θ sin γlh
Λ23 = tanκ cos θ + sin θ sin γlh
Λ31 = − sin γlh cos γr
Λ32 = − sin γr sin γlh − tanκ cos γr cos γlh
Λ33 = cos γlh
After calculating the matrix [Λ], take inverse matrix [Λ′] and then substitute into









In order to accurately extract cutting pressure coefficients from experiments, there
are a few important aspects to consider in the design of experiment and process. First,
the experimental cutting must be done while the cutting action of only one flute is
recorded by the instrument and used in the processing. Most milling cutters have
more than one cutting edge in them. For a majority of small (< 6mm) ball end mills
and other milling cutters, there can be up to 6 cutting flutes. Second, the effect of
runout during test cuts must be considered. While it is not so much of an issue for
larger tools (> 6mm), small ball end mills especially are prone to have a pronounced
runout effect that will cause cyclic variation in cutting forces.
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2.2 Graphical Simulation Method
2.2.1 Workpiece Representation in tesselated voxel space
In this study, the workpiece is being represented as a tesselated voxel space, as
shown in Figure 2.5. Each voxel element is isotropic, with 3 sides having an equal
length. Voxel space usually requires a lot of memory, but it is an efficient way to store
information on continuously deforming geometry without incurring a heavy compu-
tational cost as the complexity of the geometry increases. Tesselated voxel space is
scalable, and it is possible to break a bigger workpiece into smaller sections so that
the program only has to process a small section near the location of cutting action.
Also there are compression techniques that can reduce the memory requirement.
Fig. 2.5. Rectangular box represented in Tesselated voxel space.
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Fig. 2.6. Principle of tesselated voxel space manipulation.
Information on the state of each voxel in a given voxel space can be stored in
a binary array. Also, when the voxel space is represented in this fashion, it is easy
to keep track of the change in the volume of the voxel space at each time instant.
Referring to Figure 2.6, when a voxel space of dimension X×Y ×Z is represented as
a binary array, each digit in the binary array corresponds to a unique location of the
voxel, and the number of that digit corresponds to the state of the individual voxel.
Let Px, Py and Pz be the location of the voxel in X, Y and Z respectively, and let Tx,
Ty and Tz be the size in X, Y and Z direction in the voxel space, respectively, and
then the location of that voxel in the binary array is given by:
POS = Px + PyTx + PzTxTy (2.21)
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For example, let VoxelArray[POS] denote a binary array, and then a single voxel
at location [25, 30, 50] in voxel space of [10000, 10000, 5000] would have its slot in
VoxelArray[] at
POS = 25 + 30× 10000 + 50× 10000× 5000 (2.22)
= 2500300025 (2.23)
In a program, calling VoxelArray[250030025] will return the state of the correspond-
ing voxel. If 0 is returned, the voxel is “on”, if 1 is returned, the voxel is “off”. 0 has
been used as a “on” state because it will simplify calculation for volume removal. A
cutting process always removes material, so the simulation will always remove voxels
and never add one. Simple subtraction of sum of all digits in the voxel array will
yield the number of removed voxels at each time step. This concept is explained with
an example here.
If every voxel in the voxel space shown in Figure 2.6 is all “on” or “existing” state
at initial time t = 0, the voxel representation array would be
VoxelArray = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, . . .] (2.24)
and the volume removed from this array would be
VoxelVolume = 0 (2.25)
At the instance of t = 0, all voxels are “on”, and thus VoxelVolume will return 0,
indicating no voxel has been removed. That is the sum of all elements in VoxelArray.
Now if the voxel labeled “1” Figure 2.6 has been turned “off” at time t = 1, then
VoxelArray = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, . . .]
VoxelVolume = 1
and subsequently if voxel “2” and “3” are turned off at time t = 2, then
VoxelArray = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, . . .]
VoxelVolume = 3
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The volume difference, or the total number of voxels that were turned “off”, between
t = 2 and t = 1 is calculated as
Volume Difference = VoxelVolume(@t = 2)− VoxelVolume(@t = 1) (2.26)
= 3− 1 = 2
This technique, coupled with the collision detection scheme, can make calculation of
uncut chip cross section area at each time step simple and efficient. This process will
be described later in the chapter.
After simulation is completed, the memory conserving schematic of “one-voxel-
per-bit” could be implemented to store the finished workpiece. The state represen-
tation (ON/OFF, or 0/1) of each voxel needs a 1 bit slot. There are 8 bits in 1
byte, so 1 byte of memory can contain the state representation for 8 adjacent vox-
els. Therefore, a 3D object with the tesselated voxel representation of 500 x 5000 x
10000 voxels, for example, will have the memory requirement of 2.5 × 1010 bits, or
3.125× 109 bytes (3.125 Gigabytes). If each voxel is 1µm per side, this 3D object can
represent a workpiece with the dimension of 5mm x 10mm x 0.5mm, which is about a
quarter of the size of a single tooth in a typical race car VR rack. A 32-bit operating
system, with the 32-bit wide memory pointer, would limit the maximum array size to
about 3 gigabytes because the operating system can only address upto 4 gigabytes of
RAM. A 64-bit operating system abolishes this limitation and extends the capability
of addressing upto 192 gigabytes of RAM, allowing the array size to become much
larger.
2.2.2 Instantaneous Chip Thickness Simulation with Ray Casting Algo-
rithm
Ray casting is a technique typically used in 3D computer graphics. It is widely
used in 3D video games and various imaging devices such as medical CT scanner.
As a method of rendering an image-based volume, it is used to computes 2D images
from 3D volumetric data. It takes 3D objects, and then computes the image of the
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projection onto a flat 2D computer screen by projecting a beam of ray from the
viewpoint into the virtual 3D space that exists within the screen. The algorithm was
first introduced by Arthur Appel in 1968 [37], and subsequently implemented into
computer graphics by Goldstein and Nagel in 1971 [38].
While it is not the objective of this research to gain the extensive knowledge of
the ray casting algorithm as used in computer graphics, the concept of ray casting
needs to be explained to understand how it is applied to the machining simulation.
Fig. 2.7. 4 steps of Ray Casting: (1)Ray Casting, (2)Sampling,
(3)Shading, (4)Compositing. [40]
Ray casting used in computer graphics typically involve 4 steps, as shown in Figure
2.7: (1) A straight line “ray” from the viewer’s eye, passing through the screen and
the virtual 3D object, is drawn or “casted”; (2) Then sampling procedure sweeps the
ray along its length, searching for any objects that have been penetrated by the ray;
(3) Once the object is found, a source of light in the virtual environment and the
direction and amount of “shade” gradient is calculated. This procedure puts colors
and textures onto the object; (4) Then they are “composited” along the ray, back to
the front, to determine what to display on that particular pixel on the display [39], [40].
Among these four steps, step 1 and 2 are of particular interest for this research,
as a method of detecting the collision between the workpiece and the cutter. The
collision detection can be used to simulate the chip cross section area, or uncut chip
thickness. The cutter, or more precisely the cutting rake surface, can be represented
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as series of short “rays”. The workpiece can be represented as a tessellated voxel
space in 3D. By applying the step (1) “Ray Casting”, the rake face can be located
within the workpiece. Then with step (2), the sampling sequence can be applied to
detect voxels that are colliding with the cutter. Step (3) and (4) are not necessary,
since coloring, shading and compositing has no value in cutting simulation.
Fig. 2.8. Collision detection in voxel space by ray casting.
Figure 2.8 shows a ray lying in a 2D voxel space. The ray casting algorithm
samples the voxel space with the ray along the length, searching for intersecting
voxels in x and y directions with linear interpolation. For the 3D voxel space, a
trilinear interpolation, which is essentially a three successive linear interpolation in
x, y, z directions, is used. A condensed flowchart of this process is shows in Figure
2.9.
In Figure 2.10, a short piece of “ray” representing the cutting surface, and a “voxel
space” representing the workpiece are shown. The ray casting algorithm inheritably
works in 3-dimension, so the orientation of cutting surface and the tool axis does
not have to be in parallel to the voxel space. If the orientation of voxel space is
tied to the global cartesian coordinate, and the ray can be freely placed anywhere
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Fig. 2.9. Flowchart for ray casting and voxel manipulation scheme.
any additional sampling algorithm, and therefore this method can be used for 5-axis
machining simulation.
Figure 2.11 shows a screen shot of software implementation of the 3D raycasting
collision detection. In this figure, a single ray has been casted, and all the colliding
voxels along its length have been rendered. Taking this concept further by building a
ball end mill by stacking the cutting edges and constructing the ball end cutter with
tool envelope Equations (2.4) in the discretized disk model as shown in Figure 2.3, a
complete cutting model can be constructed.
A screen shot of the complete geometric cutting model is shown in Figure 2.12.
In this simulation, a slotting cut is being made with a ball end mill with two cutting
edges. The figure shows two yellow helical curves representing two cutting edges, as
well as two rake faces (red rake face on edge 1 and green rake face on edge 2) are
shown. Figure 2.13 displays the workpiece only, with the voxels that are being “cut
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Fig. 2.10. Top view of uncut chip thickness calculation via collision
detection with volumetric ray casting.
Fig. 2.11. 3D collision detection via ray casting.
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Fig. 2.12. Complete geometric cutting simulation model (Slot milling).
away” from the grey workpiece is highlighted in blue cubes. From here, instantaneous
uncut chip crosssectional area is extracted by counting the number of voxels that are
being detected. These simulations shown are using a 3mm diameter ball end mill
with each voxel measuring 50µm on all sides. However, the resolution of the model is
scalable depending on the level of detail that needs to be investigated, limited only by
the computing resources. Figures 2.13-2.17 show different machining configurations
that are possible to simulate with this geometric model.
This model allocates memory for the voxel array prior to simulation, and the size
of array does not grow as more features are added to the workpiece geometry. The
processing time is also proportional to the array size, and does not increase as the
shape of the workpiece becomes more complicated.
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Fig. 2.13. Uncut Chip Cross Sectional Area Detected.
A lot of research has been done for decades, and still continues in the field of
computer science on ray casting, because it is one of the most frequently used 3D
rendering techniques in computer graphics. Many optimization and acceleration al-
gorithms have been developed, and there are processor chips (graphic process unit,
GPU) specifically developed to accelerate 3D rendering. By incorporating a tech-
nique that is being researched intensely by the computer science community into the
mechanistic model, the effort can be focused into making models more accurate and
usable.
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Fig. 2.14. Complete geometric cutting simulation model (Half tool width milling).
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Fig. 2.15. Complete geometric cutting simulation model (Milling sim-
ulated for cutting pressure coefficient extraction experiment).
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Fig. 2.16. Complete geometric cutting simulation model (Plunging).
40
Fig. 2.17. 4-Axis milling simulation (Only a quarter of workpiece shown).
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3. EXPERIMENTS
Mechanistic models depend on cutting coefficients obtained from experimental results.
There are other computational methods to obtain cutting pressure coefficients based
on the finite element model, but this study is focused on the traditional method
of experimental measurements. Also the proposed cutting force model needs to be
verified through actual experiments. In this chapter, experimental design, setup and
procedures are presented and the result is analyzed.
3.1 Experimental Setup
3.1.1 CNC Machines, data acquisition systems and methods used
BST has three vertical CNC machines in their Indianapolis operation. Each ma-
chine has different work envelopes, tool holding mechanisms and spindle speeds. Cut-
ting trials have been carried out on all three machines. Machines are listed below:
• 1. MAKINO Hyper 5 Vertical CNC, 3000-32000 RPM, 6mm direct collet chuck
with automatic laser tool offset system. Equipped with NIKKEN CNC200
rotary (4th) axis.
• 2. MAZAK Nexus Vertical CNC, 1-18000 RPM, CAT40 tool holder and 20HP
spindle. Automatic touch tool offset system.
• 3. HURCO VM1 Vertical CNC, 1-12000 RPM, CAT40 tool holder and 10HP
spindle. Manual tool offset.
A Kistler 9250B dynamometer is used to measure cutting forces in conjunction with
three Kistler 5010 charge amplifiers on X, Y, and Z axis. Voltage output signals
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Fig. 3.1. Vertical CNC machines used in experiments. (1) Makino
Hyper5. (2) Mazak Nexus 510C. (3) Hurco VM1.
from the charge amplifiers are fed to the National Instrument NI-6023E PCI data
acquisition (DAQ) card. National Instrument’s LabView was used to write the data
acquisition software. Refer to Figure 3.2 for a schematic representation of the setup.
The Kistler 9257B dynamometer is a quartz-based three component dynamome-
ter specially developed to measure three orthogonal force components in machining.
Forces are directly converted to electrical charge signals through piezoelectric quartz
elements. It is very rigid with rigidity of Cx, Cy > 1kN/um and Cz > 2kN/um, and
hence it can be assumed that compliance is negligible. Crosstalk is less than 2 per-
cent, and natural frequency is around 3500Hz in all directions. The 9257B has four 3
component piezoelectric quartz sensors between top and bottom plates under a high
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Test cut piece 
Cutting Tool 
Kistler 9257B 3-component 
Dynamometer 
National Instrument DAQ 
Kistler 5010 Charge Amplifiers 
PC with LabView 
X    Y    Z 
Fig. 3.2. Experimental Setup with Kistler Dynamometer.
preload. 3 components of force signals from the dynamometer are fed to three Kistler
5010 charge amplifiers, for each X, Y, and Z axis. 9257B is rated for IP67, so no other
environmental protection was needed for the dynamometer.
It is imperative that the dynamometer and workpiece are setup on the machine
table as accurately as possible. Each of machine’s axis must be aligned accurately with
dynamometer’s sensor direction to insure that the crosstalk between axe is minimized.
During the setup, a high accuracy (2µm) dial indicator mounted on the spindle was
used to align the dynamometer on the table. Setup correction was rigorously repeated
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Fig. 3.3. Clocking Kistler Dynamometer on the machine table with dial indicator.
until the error in Y direction was less than 2µm over 100mm in X direction, as
shown in Figure 3.3. The top surface of the dynamometer was found to be almost
perfectly parallel with the machine table surface with unmeasurable deviation by the
dial indicator. Therefore, it is assumed that when one side of the dynamometer is
aligned with the machine’s axis, the X-Y plane of CNC machine coincides with the
X-Y plane of the dynamometer.
The Kistler 5010 charge amplifier takes the electrical charge signal from the dy-
namometer and outputs analog DC voltage from 0 to 10V. The 5010 charge amplifier
has a variable gain setting, which is beneficial to maximizing the signal resolution for
the AD converter in the National Instrument DAQ card. Depending on the amount of
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force being measured, the gain is adjusted such that the maximum force anticipated
during test cut did not exceed 10VDC.
The National Instrument DAQ card has the maximum sampling frequency of
200khz, which is sufficient for all test cut conditions used for this study. The maximum
sampling resolution is 12 bit, which means it can differentiate the entire signal range
into 212 = 4096 steps. It provides accuracy of 0.024 percent of full scale value. For
example, assuming Kistler 5010’s gain is set to optimal level at 50N/V, a 10 VDC
signal would be equivalent to 500N of force. When this is digitized in 12 bit resolution,
the smallest force signal difference it can record is 0.122N. Errors resulting from this
resolution would be far less than setup errors, so it would provide adequate accuracy
for the purpose of this study.
The Kistler 5010 charge amplifier has three settings (long, medium, short) for
time constant for signal conditioning. For this study, time constant setting of ”long”
is used in all X, Y, Z components. Also, it needs to be mentioned that during a
test cut, the test piece is steadily losing its mass due to machining. Theoretically, it
might induce a slow drift in Z force measurement, but with the long time constant
and significantly bigger workpiece compared to the material removal volume for each
test run, this effect could be ignored.
The data acquisition program is written in LabView. In the data acquisition
software, sampling frequency and measurement duration can be specified for each
test. Normally, the sampling frequency is selected such that one sample is taken for
every 1 degree of tool revolution. For example, if the spindle speed of 1000 RPM is















= 6000 Hz (3.1)
After the signal is captured in the LabView program, it is overlayed and a moving
average filter is applied. The overlay-filter refers to a process of simply overlaying
multiple cutting revolutions on top of each other. For the most part of this study,
3 full cutter revolutions are overlayed 10 times and then averaged. For example, for
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the cut performed with cutting tool rotating at 1000 RPM with sampling frequency
of 6000 Hz, 360 samples are taken for each tool revolution. Therefore, every 1080
(360∗3 = 1080) samples encompasses 3 turns, so 1081th sample is overlayed on top of
1st sample. This process is repeated 10 times, then averaged. Then a moving average
filter with the window of approximately 10 degrees of cutter rotation is applied. No
other additional signal filters are used.
3.1.2 Cutting tools, conditions, and materials
Fig. 3.4. Securing Test Piece on the Dynamometer.
BST has been exclusively using small (Diameter < 6mm) ball end mills and flat
end mills supplied by OSG and NS Tools. However for the experiments in this study,
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SECO cutting tools are used because OSG and NS Tools are reluctant to release the
tool geometry which has critical importance in the mechanistic model.
Experiments are performed with two materials : C300 Maraging stainless steel and
AL2024 Aluminum. C300 steel is a popular choice among racing applications with
the majority of race teams using this material. BST performs most finish machining
with ball end mill in Vertical CNC machining center after the material is hardened,
and then tempered to hardness of 52-55 HRc. AL2024 Aluminum is used in BST for
aerospace market products, which is a soft material (75 HRb), readily available and
easy to machine.
Test pieces are cut and ground on the surface grinder to ensure the top and
bottom surfaces are flat and parallel to each other. Then it is mounted on top of the
dynamometer with toe clamps, as shown in Figure 3.4.
3.2 Experiments and Results
3.2.1 Experiments for Extraction of Instantaneous Cutting Pressure Co-
efficients
Mechanistic models require accurate cutting pressure coefficients. Using the method
shown in the previous works [5] [9], several test cuts have been made at different cut-
ter depths and the difference in force signals were analyzed using Equation (2.18).
Table 3.1 shows different cutting trials used in this study. In previous works, the in-
stantaneous chip area is calculated explicitly with the trochoidal motion, but in this
research, a geometric simulation such as Figure 3.6, was used to obtain instantaneous
uncut chip areas.
During these experiments, the effect of the tool runout was evident in force mea-
surements. The runout effect diminishes with larger diameter tools because the ratio
between the diameter and runout offset becomes very small. But for smaller tools
used in this experiments, there are upto 20% difference in peak force values, so it
needs to be included in the geometric simulation. A dial indicator can measure TIR
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Table 3.1
Experimental Design (All units are in mm).
No Tool Dia Depth of Cut Feed(mm/min) Speed(RPM) Type Material
i-1 6.0 2.25 101.6 1000 i AL2026
i-2 6.0 2.00 101.6 1000 i AL2026
i-3 6.0 1.75 101.6 1000 i AL2026
i-4 6.0 1.50 101.6 1000 i AL2026
i-5 6.0 1.25 101.6 1000 i AL2026
i-6 6.0 1.00 101.6 1000 i AL2026
i-7 6.0 2.00 50.8 1000 i AL2026
i-8 6.0 1.75 50.8 1000 i AL2026
i-9 6.0 1.50 50.8 1000 i AL2026
ii-1 6.0 3.00 50.8 500 ii AL2026
ii-2 6.0 2.50 50.8 500 ii AL2026
ii-3 6.0 2.00 50.8 500 ii AL2026
ii-4 6.0 2.00 50.8 500 ii AL2026
iii-1 6.0 2.00 101.6 1000 iii AL2026
iii-2 6.0 3.00 101.6 1000 iii AL2026
iv-1 6.0 2.00 101.6 1000 iv AL2026
iv-2 6.0 3.00 101.6 1000 iv AL2026
of the cutter chucked in the spindle, but the full effect of the tool runout cannot be
accurately measured this way, so an iterative approach was carried out. Temporarily
using fixed cutting pressure coefficients, iterative simulations were performed to find
the offset angle and runout amount which would yield similar ratios of peak forces.
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show cutting forces measured with a spindle speed of 1000RPM
and a feedrate of 101.6mm/min. A 6mm diameter SECO ball end mill (2 flute, 30
degree helix angle) was used to cut aluminium AL2024. Once force differences between
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Fig. 3.5. Milling Types : (i) Full slot, (ii) Half width, (iii) Step Over,
(iv) Step Down.
two depth of cuts were measured, they were subtracted and then filtered, as shown
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Fig. 3.6. Experiment setup example for instantaneous cutting pres-
sure coefficient for cutting disk between Z = 2.00mm and 1.75mm.
Fig. 3.7. Simulating the experiment in Figure 3.6. Instantaneous
uncut chip thickness is obtained from this simulation.
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Tool Rotation (deg) 
Cutting Forces (Fx, Fy, Fz) for cutting disk with 
thickness = 0.25mm, F101.6, S1000 
Fig. 3.9. Forces measured from the cutting disk with thickness
0.25mm at DOC = 2.0mm. (Difference of experiments i-2 and i-3).
in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. They provides all the necessary inputs for Equation (2.18),
which is then solved to obtain cutting pressure coefficients.
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Fig. 3.10. Infinitesimal cutting edge length (dS) and thickness of cutting disk (dZ).
For milling cutters that have curved cutting edge envelopes like ball end mills, the
infinitesimal cutter length (dS) of a helical cutting edge segment for the height of a
disk element (dZ) is not constant [9]. As can be seen in Figure 3.10, dS increases as
the cutter disk location nears the tool tip, due to the change in local inclination angle
and cutter radius. This effect should be included and compensated in the coefficient
extraction procedure. dS can be calculated as follows,
dS =
√
dZ2 + dr2(θ) + dq2(θ)
where, dZ is thickness of cutting disk, θ is the lag angle of the cutting edge, dr(θ)
is the difference of the cutter radii between top and bottom of the cutting disk, and
dq(θ) is the difference of the lag angles between the top and bottom of the cutting
disk.
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For the cutting force coefficient Kn, the uncut chip thickness is rescaled to com-
pensate for the effect of varying cutter length dS, and plotted against ln(Kn). The







where, Tc is unscaled uncut chip thickness. The Weibull function is used for curve
fitting as follows,
ln(Kn) = A1 − (A1 − A2)e−(A3Tcr)
A4 (3.3)
The cutting coefficients Kn extracted from Figure 3.8 are shown in Figure 3.11 with
a fitted curve.
Fig. 3.11. Curve fit of instantaneous cutting pressure coefficients (Kn), R
2 = 0.9.
For the cutting force coefficient Kf , the cutter edge length dS does not have much
influence as it is for Kn. Therefore, Kf is plotted against instantaneous uncut chip
thickness Tc. Again, the Weibull function is used for curve fitting as follows,
Kf = B1 − (B1 −B2)e−(B3Tc)
B4 (3.4)
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Fig. 3.13. Curve fit of instantaneous cutting pressure coefficients
(CFA, Chip Flow Angle), R2 = 0.78.
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constant, due to continuously varying local inclination angle on the spherical cutting
edge envelope. If each cutting disk is assumed as a thin, prismatic flat end mill, then
each cutting disk would require its own chip flow angle. However, a previous study [9]
demonstrated that if chip flow angle is referenced from the local helical inclination
angle of the cutting edge on the rake face, it can be represented as a single regression
curve for the whole cutting tool. This would be beneficial since it eliminates the need
for multiple curves for each disk, or a look up table for the software. The chip flow






+ C2 + γlh (3.5)
where, γlh is the local helix angle and Tc is the instantaneous uncut chip thickness.
The extracted chip flow angles are plotted against instantaneous uncut chip thickness
and the Weibull function is used for the curve fit in Figure 3.13.
3.3 Observation and Analysis
The Hurco VM1 vertical CNC machining center was used to perform experiments
shown in Table 3.1 because it was the only machine that was able to run under
1000RPM to avoid any chatter condition. The material was soaked in the cutting
fluid, but the coolant jet was turned off. The air blower was used to blow chips off
from the workpiece. A shrink fit CAT40 tool holder was used to minimize the tool
runout, and since the Hurco VM1 had no automatic tool length offset system, the
tool offset was manually measured with a 20µm shim.
In order to extract cutting pressure coefficients for the aluminum (AL2024), three
cutting conditions (Depth of cut: 2mm, 1.75mm, 1.5mm, spindle speed: 1000RPM,
feed rate: 101.8mm/min) were selected. Based on these cutting conditions, the pa-
rameters shown in Table 3.2 were selected to use in the weibull function to approx-
imate cutting pressure coefficients. Using these pressure coefficient approximations,
Figures 3.14, 3.15, 3.16 show good match between experiments and simulations.
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Table 3.2
Curve fit parameters for cutting pressure coefficeints for AL2024 and
SECO 6mm ball end mill.
Kn A1 A2 A2 A2
7.10 10.0 200 0.6
Kf B1 B2 B3 B4
0.959 2.914 71 0.789
ChipFlowAngle C1 C2 C3 C4




























Fig. 3.14. Simulation vs. Experiment: milling type i, DOC = 2.0mm,
F = 101.6, S = 1000 (Experiment i-2).
3.3.1 Validation
Using the pressure coefficients shown in Table 3.2, the simulation model has been
validated with several experiments. The results of experiments ii-2 and ii-3 and
corresponding simulations are shown in Figures 3.17 and 3.18. The model has also






























Fig. 3.15. Simulation vs. Experiment: milling type i, DOC = 1.75mm,




























Fig. 3.16. Simulation vs. Experiment: milling type i, DOC = 1.50mm,
F = 101.6, S = 1000 (Experiment i-4).
Validations for step-over and step-down millings, most commonly used forms of
milling during a roughing process for ball end mill cutter, have been shown to provide

































Fig. 3.17. Simulation vs. Experiment: milling type ii, DOC = 2.0mm,

































Fig. 3.18. Simulation vs. Experiment: milling type ii, DOC = 2.5mm,
F = 50.8, S = 500 (Experiment ii-2).
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Fig. 3.19. Simulation vs. Experiment: Up milling type ii, DOC =
2.0mm, F = 50.8, S = 500 (Experiment ii-4).
Fig. 3.20. Simulation vs. Experiment: milling type iv, StepDown =
2.0mm, DOC = 2.0mm, F = 101.6, S = 1000 (Experiment iv-1).
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Fig. 3.21. Simulation vs. Experiment: milling type iii, StepOver =
3.0mm, DOC = 2.0mm, F = 101.6, S = 1000 (Experiment iii-1).
Fig. 3.22. Simulation vs. Experiment: milling type iii, StepOver =
2.0mm, DOC = 2.0mm, F = 101.6, S = 1000 (Experiment iii-2).
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4. DYNAMIC CUTTING MODELING AND VALIDATION
In machining, the cutting tool and the machine structure deflect and vibrate due to
the force generated during cutting. Such vibration can cause poor surface finish and
shorten the tool life, while the tool deflection can cause a geometric deviation in the
component. These can affect the subsequent machining and assembly process and
the quality of the finished part, as well as the appearance of the component.
This chapter presents a comprehensive time domain dynamic model based on
the voxel method developed in previous chapters. A two degree of freedom, mass-
spring-damper system with multiple modes was used to represent the spindle and
tool dynamics. A Duhamel’s Integration was used to solve the equation of motion for
the system efficiently, while instantaneous cutting forces acting on this system were
generated through the voxel method. The dynamic model was validated through
series of experiments.
4.1 Dynamic Modeling of Machining
4.1.1 Modeling of Structure Dynamics
During machining, the machine tool components and structures such as the tool,
the tool holder, bearings and the machine frame vibrate due to the cutting force. The
vibration of the tool will evidently cause the cutting forces to change by altering the
uncut chip cross sectional area. The magnitude of the vibration is usually very small,
and thus the machine tool structure may be considered as a linear elastic system.
However, depending on the types of tool, tool holders and the workpiece used, it may
be necessary to capture the non-proportionally damped behavior of the system which
cannot be modeled with a viscous damping approach.
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Fig. 4.1. Schematic of dynamic model of a ball end mill.
In general, the response of a system subjected to external excitations in three
















where, Di(ω) and Fi(ω) denote displacement and input force in i-th direction in fre-
quency domain, respectively. Gij(ω) represents frequency response function in the i-th
direction with input force in the j-th direction. In the machine tool environment, X-Y
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and Z- direction are assumed to be uncoupled. With this assumption, the Equation






















−Mpqr(ω2) + jCpqr(ω) +Kpqr
(4.3)
where, Mpqr, Cpqr, Kpqr denote r-th mode effective mass, damping and stiffness, and
αpqr, Npq denote r-th complex residue and number of modes considered in p-th direc-
tion due to input force in q-th direction, respectively.
Fig. 4.2. Effect of modal angle on curve fitting a Nyquest plot of FRF.
The residue term αpqr becomes a complex number if the system exhibits non-
proportionally damped, non-linear system behavior, often witnessed in a CNC ma-
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Fig. 4.3. Effect of modal angle on Real and Imaginary FRF.
chine structure. The complex residue term induces an additional time delay in the
response. This is important, since a delay can affect the uncut chip cross sectional
area variation, which in turn can affect the chatter behavior. It should also be noted
that each mode may have different phase delays.
Figure 4.2 displays the nyquest plot of machine tool structure’s FRF. In this figure,
center of the nyquest circle exhibits better fit with the inclusion of modal angle, than
without it. Subsequently, the real and imaginary plot of the FRF shows superior curve
fit with modal angle, as shown in Figure 4.3. The non-proportional and non-linear
damping present in the machine tool structure often makes the imaginary portion to
behave more like the real portion, and vice versa. This phenomenon is captured well
into the model with the inclusion of the modal angle.








where, G′(jω) and Mfe
iϕf denotes the FRF for an equivalent proportionally damped
system and excitation in frequency domain, respectively.





where, qpqr denotes r-th modal response in the p-th direction due to an excitation in
q-th direction.
Depending on the spindle-tool assembly’s frequency response characteristics, es-
pecially when there are multiple significant modes, it will be necessary to include a
modal angle θr, representing the phase shift between modes due to nonlinearity and
other effects [18]. Consequently, the comprehensive system response to the cutting
force f(t) is described as:
xpqr(t+ δtpqr) = |ϕprϕqr|Dqr(t) (4.7)
where, ϕpr, ϕqr are complex residue and conjugate. Dqr(t) represents the response of
the system calculated via Duhamel’s ingegration, and r, p, q denote mode number,
excited node index and respond node index, respectively. Then the time delay term
δtpqr is calculated as:
δtpqr =
ϕpr + ϕqr + θr
ωr
(4.8)
The total vibratory motion of the system can be calculated by a modal superposition





and since X- and Y- axis are assumed to be uncoupled, the vibration motion are
calculated for each axis separately.
In this study, the solution for Equation (4.9) is calculated with Duhamel’s inte-
gral. For a given mode with natural frequency, ω, modal mass, m, damped natural















[F (τ)eζωt sinωdτ ]dτ (4.12)
Intermediate integral parameters Ai and Bi are implemented in discrete time as














which grows as time progresses, and the round off error may become significant and
exceed floating point digits used in the computer architecture. In order to avoid this
problem, a modified form of A(t) = A(t)e−ζωt and B(t) = B(t)e−ζωt are used.
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Fig. 4.4. Duhamel’s integral and oversampling.
In this calculation, ∆Ts = Ti−Ti−1 denotes an oversampled time interval variable,
which is different from the system time interval. This provision has been implemented
in order to capture higher frequency dynamics that may exist in between the cutting
model’s time interval ∆T . Therefore, the Duhamel’s integral is performed on the
finer time interval at ∆ts, which is about 10 - 30 times shorter than the system time
frame as depicted in the Figure 4.4.
4.1.2 Integration of Dynamics in Voxel Cutting Model
The voxel and ray casting method allows the cutting edges to move within the
voxel space in arbitrary manner. It calculates an instantaneous uncut chip cross
sectional area for each time frame, following the motion of the tool to determine
forces acting on the cutter, while the voxel space retains the geometric detail of the
workpiece after the cutter passes through. With this method, the implementation of
dynamic machining simulation vibration is very simple. For each new tool position,
the deflection resulting from the cutting forces simply needs to be added to the
motion of the tool axis, and then the voxel and ray casting model takes care of the
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Fig. 4.5. Dynamic model with voxel work space.
rest without any additional computation and database management requirements.
Also, an increase in the computing time is negligible when the dynamics model is
added to the simulation.
Figure 4.6 shows the flow chart of the time domain simulation of the voxel method
with the inclusion of the dynamic model. The simulation process begins with the
memory allocation of voxel space, selection of tool geometry, cutting coefficients,
spindle-tool modal parameters. The spindle RPM, feedrate and tool path are used to
calculate the progressive movement and rotation of the tool. At each advancing time
frame, the ray casting method as shown in Figure 2.9 detects the collision between the
workpiece and the cutter at the tool position, extracting the uncut chip cross sectional
area. Then cutting pressure coefficients Kn, Kf and θc are applied and cutting forces
are calculated. The dynamic motion of the cutter responding to the cutting forces is
obtained by the convolution integral of Duhamel’s method with a finer, oversampled
time interval. The vibratory displacement is then added to the tool motion on the
next time frame, and then the procedure repeats.
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Fig. 4.6. Time domain simulation with dynamic modeling flowchart.
4.2 Validation of the Dynamic Model
4.2.1 Experimental Setup and Evaluation of the Tool Frequency Re-
sponse Function
The overall schematics diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.7.
The HP35665A is a stand alone dynamic signal analyzer that has 2 channels of input
with 50Khz bandwidth, and a built-in ICP power supply. It has a dedicated function
to measure a frequency response function with real and imaginary parts. A ball end
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mill that is typically used in rack machining is very small (Dia. <6mm): therefore
it is not possible to attach an accelerometer at the tool tip. Hence a non-contact
displacement measurement method has been used with a Lion Precision capacitance
displacement sensor. The C5R capacitance probe has a 2 mm sensing area, and a
range of 160 µm with a near gap limit at 670 µm, allowing adequate space for the
tool to vibrate without touching the probe. It is connected to a capacitance driver
unit which has sensitivity of 0.125 V/um and 15 khz bandwidth. A Kistler 9722A500
impact hammer is used with a metal tip to provide the force impulse to the spindle
structure.
Fig. 4.7. Frequency Response Function measurement.
• Spectrum Analyzer : HP 35665A Dynamic Signal Analyzer
• Capacitance Displacement Sensor : Lion Precision C5R probe and CD2 driver
• Impact Hammer : Kistler 9722A500 Impulse force hammer
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Fig. 4.8. Curve fitting Frequency Response Function for Real and
Imaginary parts, Tool No.1 X-axis. 3 modes at 1270hz, 2800hz,
3140hz.
All tools used in the dynamic study are mounted on a shrink fit carrier on CAT40
holder for maximum rigidity. Each tool is tested for its FRF in both X- and Y- axis by
tapping the tip with an impact hammer, and the vibration is recorded at the lowest
point, where the capacitance sensor is able to measure the displacement accurately.
Figure 4.8 and 4.9 show real and imaginary parts of the FRF measured on two tools.
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Fig. 4.9. Curve fitting Frequency Response Function for Real and
Imaginary parts, Tool No.2 X-axis. Single dominant mode at 870hz.
Table 4.1 shows modal parameters extracted from the impact test for various tools
used in this study.
4.2.2 Experimental Setup for Chatter Validation
• Accelerometer : PCB 302A07
• ICP power conditioner : PCB 480E09 power supply
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Table 4.1
Modal parameter for various tools used, extracted from impact tests.
Tool No fn(Hz) m(Kg) c k(N/m) θr(deg)
1(Mode 1, X) 1270 0.9 532.8 57.2E6 -11.45
1(Mode 2, X) 2800 0.02 16.2 6.18E6 -32.5
1(Mode 3, X) 3140 0.09 52.4 35.0E6 -91.67
1(Mode 1, Y) 1150 0.6 503.8 3.12E7 -11.45
1(Mode 2, Y) 2750 0.19 26.2 3.25E8 -32.5
1(Mode 3, Y) 2850 0.07 53.1 2.24E7 -91.67
2(Mode 1, X) 872 0.0129 1.01 3.87E5 4.85
2(Mode 1, Y) 870 0.012 1.00 3.58E5 4.85
3(Mode 1, X) 895 0.0185 0.98 5.84E5 2.86
3(Mode 1, Y) 892 0.0179 0.98 5.62E5 2.86
• Microphone : Dayton Audio EMM6 measurement microphone
• Preamplifier : Lexicon OMEGA digital audio interface
• DAQ PC : PC with National Instrument PCI-6063E 16bit DAQ Card.
In the machine tool industry, chatter is defined as a self-excited vibration resulting
from the reaction of cutting forces that yields unstable cutting condition. Rigidity of
the cutting tool, tool holder and spindle as well as the workpiece can cause vibration.
Vibration is always present in all cutting condition. However, when the magnitude
of vibration becomes exceedingly large with respect to the tolerance and expectation
of the quality, it is referred to as chatter. Chatter may be caused by the phase
relationship of surface waviness of successive cutter passes, or excessive cutting forces
causing the tool to jump out of the workpiece. Chatter may continue to grow until
the tool breaks, or reach certain equilibrium. In any case, it is undesirable and best
to be avoided.
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Fig. 4.10. Experimental setup with an accelerometer and an microphone.
For the dynamic chatter validation experiment, it was determined that a chatter
force measurement with the Kistler 9257B dynamometer was not reliable. Its fre-
quency responses on both X- and Y- direction were not flat between 1000 - 3000hz
range, which is where most of the cutting force frequency would exist. Because the
voxel model assumes that the workpiece is rigid, it is not possible to include the
workpiece dynamics to mitigate the dynomometer’s ringing. Therefore, the chatter is
measured with a PCB 302A07 accelerometer which is directly attached to the work-
piece. The accelerometer has the sensitivity of 10 mV/g, the peak of 500 g and the
bandwidth of 10 khz.
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It has also been shown that the chatter can be evaluated through an audio signal
measurement [41] [42], because the acoustic pressure emitted by the vibrating struc-
ture during machining is proportional to the displacement of the tool [43]. In fact, the
microphone method is often used in commercial softwares such as Accord Mill [44],
Harmonizer [45] and Okuma CNC machine [46]. Therefore, a sound pressure record-
ing was performed in addition to the accelerometer measurement. The Dayton Audio
EMM6 omnidirectional measurement condenser microphone was placed near the tool
tip and the sound signal was recorded. Data acquisition is performed with a national
instrument PCI 6063E 16-bit DAQ card in the PC running a labview program.
Since a direct time domain vibration measurement was not possible due to limited
dynamometer performance, the dynamic model is validated with a chatter detection
experiment. A robust and simple technique to detect the chatter is to allocate a
threshold level for the cutting force (or equivalent acceleration, or sound pressure
level) during the machining operation [47]. At above the threshold level, it is assumed
that chatter occurs. An important aspect of this method is determining an adequate
chatter threshold. For this study, the peak-to-peak amplitude of the accelerometer
signal is initially made in a stable condition at a shallow axial depth of cut. When
an average peak-to-peak cutting force is measured as the axial depth of cut increases,
the rate of the increase in peak-to-peak forces can be used as a threshold to detect the
onset of the chatter. During stable cutting conditions, the increase in the peak-to-peak
cutting force is proportional to the geometric increase in uncut chip cross-sectional
area. But in the unstable cutting condition, the rate of the increase in peak-to-peak
cutting force is much higher than the case with an increase of an uncut chip cross-
sectional area in a stable condition. In the most severe form of chatter where the
cutter bounces out of the workpiece completely, the peak-to-peak cutting force can
become an order of magnitude higher than the case with the increase in an uncut
chip cross-sectional area under stable condition.
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4.2.3 Validation of Dynamic Simulation
Fig. 4.11. Increase in peak to peak cutting force (Fy) and axis depth
of cut, from DOC = 1.0 - 3.3mm. Notice the jump in cutting force
beyond DOC = 2.5mm.
Several cutting experiments have been carried out for the simulation model vali-
dation. Figure 4.11 shows an increase in the measured peak-to-peak acceleration and
the simulated cutting force for the same cutting condition. A 2 flute, 6 mm diameter
SECO solid carbide ball end mill was used to cut AL6061-T6 with a half width up
milling setup. Spindle speed was set at 3000 RPM and the feedrate was 381 mm/min.
The average peak-to-peak is plotted against an increase in axial depth of cut ranging
from 1.0 to 3.3 mm.
It should be noted that at the axial depth of cut of 2.5 mm, the rate of increase in
the average peak-to-peak cutting force begins to ”jump”, indicating an onset of the
chatter. Figure 4.12 shows the cutting force simulation, with the depth of cut ranging
from 2.0 to 3.0 mm. The cutting force increase from 2.0 mm and 2.5 mm in DOC is
only 62N. However, the next 0.3 mm increase in DOC (at DOC=2.8 mm) results in
350 N increase, and at DOC=3.0 mm, the cutting force is greater than 750N, which is
more than 10 times an increase between 2.0 and 2.5 mm. The cutting force between
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Fig. 4.12. Simulation peak to peak cutting force (Fy) at DOC = 2.0
mm, 2.5 mm, 2.8 mm and 3.0 mm, Speed = 3000 RPM, Feedrate =
381 mm/min.
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2.0 to 2.5 mm in DOC exhibits clean sawtooth shape patterns, while it shows a series
of sudden peaks at 2.5 and 3.0 mm in DOC, indicating the tool jumping out of the
workpiece due to severe chatter.
Fig. 4.13. Increase in peak to peak cutting force (Fy) and axis depth
of cut, from DOC = 0.5 - 2.0 mm.
For the next case shown in Figure 4.13, the cutting speed of 3700 RPM and
the feedrate of 508 mm/min was used. Axial depth of cut ranges from 0.5 to 3.5
mm. During this set of experiments, a sound pressure was recorded as well as the
acceleration of the workpiece. It should be noted that for this case, an onset of the
chatter occurred at a very shallow depth of cut, below 1 mm. It exhibits the chatter
up to DOC of 3.5 mm, which is the limit for the tool used.
Figure 4.14 shows the time domain cutting force simulation at DOC of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5
and 2.0 mm. The cutting force increase from 0.5 to 1.0 mm is 52 N, much less than
an increase seen from 1.0 to 1.5 mm, which is 250 N. Further increase in DOC yields
proportional increase in the average peak-to-peak cutting force. The sound pressure
measurement exhibits very similar pattern, following the accelerometer measurement.
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Fig. 4.14. Peak to peak cutting force (Fy) simulation at DOC = 0.5,
1.0, 1.5 and 2.0, Speed = 3700 RPM and Feedrate = 20 IPM.
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However, for this set of experiments, the speed and feed selection was excessive,
resulting in the tool bouncing out of the workpiece at DOC of 1 mm.
For the dynamic simulation, the voxel resolution must be finer than in a static
simulation. In the static simulation, the resolution ratio of 1:300 between the voxel
size and the milling cutter diameter (e.g., 20 µm-per-side voxel for a 6 mm diameter
ball end mill) is sufficient enough to produce a good match, because it is more impor-
tant to determine a larger uncut chip cross sectional area, thus larger cutting forces.
However, the dynamic modeling needs to capture the build up of the vibration that
can start from a very small magnitude. The voxel resolution must be at least 1:1500
for the dynamic simulation (e.g., 4 µm-per-side voxel for a 6 mm diameter ball end
mill).
Fig. 4.15. An effect of the chatter on a tool : (a) Chipped tool, (b)
Used but intact tool.
During an experiment where chatter occurred, chipping damages to the cutting
tool were often witnessed. In an extreme chatter condition, the tool only lasted for
a few seconds before the cutting edges were damaged. The cutting tools shown in
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Figure 4.15 displays the effect of chatter. Figure 4.15 (a) shows the cutting edges that
sustained a significant chipping damage after just a few seconds of cutting under the
chatter condition. In comparison, Figure 4.15 (b) shows a tool that is used for much
longer period, in a stable cutting condition. This tool shows some wear but the tool
itself is not chipped.
In the CNC machining centers on the shop floor, it could be very difficult to make
a validation through a direct time domain vibration simulation and an experimental
counterpart. It is due to the fact that there are too many uncertainties and non-linear
behaviors coming from multiple sources in the machine structure and the surround-
ing environment. However, identifying the type of chatter and an exact vibration
pattern is not as important as avoiding the chatter condition altogether. Therefore,
a simple, yet effective method of chatter detection analysis has been used to vali-
date the dynamic model. The result of the simulation correlates closely to the actual
experiment.
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5. INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION OF THE CUTTING
MODEL
The use of the voxel based mechanistic cutting model provides a valuable insight into
the machine tool and workpiece interaction. The voxel cutting model’s unique ability
to simulate cutting forces, vibration, deflection and surface finish in a comprehensive
computer simulation is very useful for the variable ratio (VR) rack and pinion gear
manufacturing in many aspects.
As discussed in the motivation section in introduction, there are part deviations
that are inevitable during part machining. These errors often originate from the
machine tool and workpiece interactions which cannot be avoided by employing a good
machine shop practice alone. Also, it is not possible to predict this error during the
CAD/CAM design and manufacturing phase. In this chapter, application examples
for the mechanistic cutting modeling are discussed. The mechanistic model helped
to understand sources of the error, and it was used to mitigate the adverse effect of
tool-workpiece interaction, improved part quality and ultimately improving the profit
and market penetration for the business.
5.1 Simulation of surface errors
In order to estimate the variation in deflection due to the changing pressure angle
on the VR rack and pinion, the simulation can be used to determine the cutting
forces and tool deflection. This information can be used to modify the CAD model
to compensate for the error. During the simulation program execution, the software
keeps the record of positions and angles of each point of the cutting tool throughout
the machining simulation, as well as voxel space data. From this data, the machined
surface profile can be reconstructed.Figure 5.1 shows the simulated profiles of the
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machined surface at three different positions from the tool tip. This condition resulted
in chatter, and the simulated surface exhibits both the overall offset of the surface
due to the deflection and the rough surface finish due to vibration. Notice that it
shows a decreasing amount of deflection and roughness toward the tool tip, which
correlates with the phenomenon often witnessed in ball end milling.
Fig. 5.1. Simulated surface topology for machined surface in severe
chatter. Position 1 = 1.0 mm, 2=2.0 mm, 3=3.0 mm from the tool tip.
Cutting condition : 6 mm ball end mill at 3000 RPM, 508 mm/min.
The simulation can be used to study the tool deflection variation in the machining
at different pressure angle surfaces. Figure 5.2 shows the machining configuration of
20o (a) and 45o (b) pressure angle surfaces with the same amount of roughing stock.
Figure 5.3 shows the simulation model of the corresponding machining configuration,
spindle speed and feedrate.
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show simulated cutting forces at pressure angle 20o and 45o,
respectively. The roughing stock is 0.33 mm for both case, which is equivalent to 5
percent of the tool diameter. With the modal parameter of 6 mm ball end mill No. 2
shown in table 4.1 and cutting coefficients of C300 material, the simulated maximum
peak cutting forces between 45o and 20o pressure angle surfaces differ by 21.2% for
0.33 mm roughing stock. The difference in cutting forces yields a surface offset error
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Fig. 5.2. Machining configuration at the different pressure angle (θ)
of 45o (a) and 20o (b) with the same roughing stock.
Fig. 5.3. Simulation of cutting at pressure angle (θ) of 45o (a) and 20o (b).
in Y-direction of 5 µm at 45o and 9 µm at 20o, while the surface roughness is minimal
at Rmax < 0.5µm. With existing CAM software, only a constant thickness roughing
stock can be applied during the tool path programming. None of the commercially
available CAM software considers the effect of variation in tool deflection. Its im-
plication for the VR rack and pinion machining is severe. With the conventional
CAD/CAM process, a high quality rack and pinion gear cannot be manufactured in
reasonable amount of cycle time.
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Fig. 5.4. Cutting force while machining at 20o pressure angle flank
with roughing stock =0.33mm.
Fig. 5.5. Cutting force while machining at 45o pressure angle flank
with roughing stock =0.33mm.
5.2 Application to VR rack and pinion machining
As can be seen from Figure 5.6, if these 9 µm and 5 µm surface offset errors were
to be on the VR rack teeth, it would result in 23 µm and 5 µm in RF mesh height,
respectively. This leads to 18 µm variation in the RF height for this gear from the tool
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Fig. 5.6. The effect on the RF inspection due to the variation of
deflection at pressure angle of 20o (a) and 45o (b) of the VR Rack.
deflection alone. Many VR rack and pinion designs require the use of 1.5 mm or 1 mm
radius ball end mill, which is much thinner and thus more flexible than the tool used
in this simulation. This level of deflection error would easily fill a significant portion
of the VR rack tolerance in the RF inspection, and profile deviation tolerance in the
involute profile inspection. The most detrimental aspect is that this type of deflection
can be neither predicted nor rectified by the traditional CAD/CAM process. Rework
is not possible, since the machined rack must be removed from the CNC machine for
the RF inspection. Once the machined part is unmounted, it cannot be remounted
back in the machine with sufficient precision.
Without the knowledge of tool-workpiece interaction provided by the mechanistic
simulation, the only way to correct this error is to use multiple ’spring’ passes. The
spring pass operation runs the same finishing path with a new tool each time. In fact,
the VR rack forging die is machined with more than 10 spring passes. Therefore, it
takes several days to manufacture the die tooling, but the high price of the VR die
accounts for the high manufacturing cost with a long lead time. Unfortunately, for
the most small quantity prototypes and the race car steering gears, this method is
not economically feasible.
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Fig. 5.7. Pinion Involute Inspection Chart : (a) Before tool deflection
compensation, (b) After tool deflection compensation.
A tool deflection compensation strategy has been developed for the VR rack and
pinion production at Bishop Steering Technology, with the help of the voxel mecha-
nistic cutting model study. For the pinion machining, estimated tool deflections for
different helix angles and pressure angles have been mapped. Then, an addition of
linear tilt was applied to the G-Code of the involute profile, which is roughly equiva-
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Fig. 5.8. Rack Rise Fall Inspection Chart : (a) Before tool deflection
compensation, (b) After tool deflection compensation.
lent to modifying the hob pressure angle. This was sufficient to correct the deflection
error.
As can be seen from the sample profile inspection chart shown in Figure 5.7, the
involute profile without the deflection compensation exhibits a tilt as shown in 5.7(a),
which is a DIN class 8 profile. When the deflection compensation is applied, the error
on involute profile is reduced as shown in 5.7(b), which is a DIN class 6 profile. One
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more iteration of optimizing the compensation amount could bring the profile to DIN
class 4.
Similarly for VR rack machining, the deflection compensation is made to the tooth
flank definition geometry before the CAD/CAM process. A sample RF inspection
chart are shown in Figure 5.8. Typically the tolerance band on RF inspection has an
apex at the center point and tapers off toward the ends of the rack, in order to allow
the machining variation. But occasionally, some VR design makes the RF inspection
chart to be outside the tolerance band, as shown in 5.8(a). When the deflection
compensation is applied, it can reduce the RF variation and bring the rack into the
requisite requirement as shown in 5.8(b).
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The static and the dynamic cutting model based on a mechanistic modeling approach
using the voxel and ray casting technique has been developed. The voxel method
is capable of simulating cutting forces and dynamic behavior of various types of
machining operations.
6.1 Conclusions
In the mechanistic cutting model developed in this study, the workpiece is repre-
sented with a 3D voxel space, and cutting edges of the tool are represented with a line
segment on discretized layers along the tool axis. The cutting action is captured via
a collision detection method using the ray casting algorithm, and an instantaneous
uncut chip cross sectional area is determined. The geometric details of the uncut chip
cross sectional area are then coupled with the cutting force coefficients obtained from
experiments for each material and cutting condition, to calculate the cutting forces
in X,Y,Z directions. The static force model has been validated experimentally with
some challenging geometries and cutting configurations, which would not be possi-
ble with other models. The current model’s simulation results exhibit an excellent
correlation with the cutting tests.
In order to predict vibration, chatter and tool deflection, the dynamic behavior of
the machining process has been modeled as a time domain simulation. The dynamic
modeling includes the structural damping with the inclusion of the modal angle con-
cept. The model can predict machine tool vibration, chatter and surface profile and
tool deflection. The simulation model has been validated with experiments incorpo-
rating the acceleration and the sound pressure measurement methods with very good
accuracy.
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Several applications of the developed cutting process simulation model to the ma-
chining of VR rack and pinion steering gear have been discussed. The model provided
valuable information about the machine tool behavior, and provided an explanation
of a phenomenon that was unexplainable in the typical machine shop workflow and
practice. The seemingly unknown source of surface error which prevented the man-
ufacturing of a high quality VR rack and pinion gears for the race car application,
namely the variation in surface offset in a machined gear set, was determined to be
caused by the variation of cutting forces at different pressure angles. With the help
of an insight provided by the mechanistic cutting model simulation with the voxel
and raycasting technique, the cost of the VR rack and pinion has been dramatically
reduced. The price of the VR rack and pinion was reduced to a point where the
IndyCar Racing League was able to adopt it into their racing series. For this ef-
fort, the prestigious Indianapolis 500 Louis Schwitzer Engineering Excellent Award
was awarded to the author. This research effort drastically reduced the price of VR
rack and pinion, and it has proliferated into numerous racing leagues. The VR rack
and pinion are currently being used numerous prototyping programs at various au-
tomakers, as well as many motorsport leagues such as Formula one, IndyCar, World
Rally Championship, American GT, Leman 24 hours, Deutsche Tourenwagen Mas-
ters, Japanese Super GT. It is also used in many specialty car such as Formula SAE,
Several university solar cars and drag racers.
6.2 Recommendations
Some future work is recommended to improve the capabilities of the cutting model.
In the current model, the computer simulation is coded to use a single thread of CPU,
and the ray casting algorithm takes place in the CPU. With advances in PC graphics
hardware, it is possible to use the Graphics Process Unit of a video card as a many-core
parallel computing machine. For example, NVIDIA’s GPU programming language
’CUDA’ is readily available, and the cost of graphics card that has thousands of
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cores is becoming very affordable. Since the voxel and raycasting model is already
discretized in the simulation, it would be quite possible to implement the parallel
computing capability of CUDA. Then it would be possible to reduce the simulation
time dramatically, without the use of expensive computing resources.
A variable tessellation for the voxel space, as well as a sectional voxel block ar-
rangement can improve the resolution of the voxel model. The variable tessellation,
similar to the variable meshing commonly used in a FEA analysis, could improve the
memory requirement of the simulation. The sectional voxel block algorithm, where
only a small sectional voxel block is loaded to the memory, processed, then stored
back into the storage device such as SSD, it can increase the size and resolution of
the workpiece greatly. Furthermore, with the C++ code optimization and the incor-
poration of G-Code tool path and a better user interface design, the performance and
capability of the simulation will improve drastically.
The voxel and raycasting method is applicable to a variety of cutter shapes such
as square end mills, variable helix tools, bull end mills and even corner radius tools.
In addition, unlike other mechanistic milling models, the current model is not limited
to the typical trochoidal cutting motion found in milling. It would be possible to
simulate any arbitrary cutting action similar to the Bishop Sleeve Slot Generator
machine. It would be possible to study such unconventional machine’s cutting forces
and dynamics with this model, to improve the machine design.
A voxel space to a NURBS surface conversion algorithm would extend the us-
ability of the simulation. After the machining simulation is completed, the resulting
workpiece voxel space can be converted to an IGES surface using NURBS interpola-
tion. Once the workpiece geometry is in IGES format, it can be easily imported into
any CAD software for a further analysis.
Lastly, an addition of the workpiece compliance may be useful. The workpiece
is assumed to be rigid in the current model. This is a quite reasonable assumption
for the ball end milling of die cavity machining, but it would be desirable to develop
a method to incorporate the workpiece dynamics into the model. Then it would be
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possible to model the workpiece vibrations such as thin web side milling or machining
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